Rain Bird covers every irrigation problem,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rain-Clox Electronic Controller for reliable programming.</th>
<th>Rain Bird Electric Remote Control Valves for automatic sprinkling.</th>
<th>Rotor Pop-Up that won't get in the way of mowers or golf balls.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>And our Hi-Pops spring up a full 2 inches to clear the thickest turf.</td>
<td>Delicate flowers get tender, loving watering from our Bubblers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

but this one.
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Before you buy any sprayer
SEE THE BIG PERFORMER

Root-Lowell’s new
DURAPOWER*

You get better results from any sprayable material with DuraPower*. Tops for all gun or boom applications. 14 wheel or skid mounted models. Tank sizes 50 to 300 gallons. All have super smooth Duracyl* Pumps available in 5 or 10 GPM models with working pressure to 400 lbs. p.s.i. Write today for full specifications by return airmail.

GOLFWEAR

Tony Lema sportswear for Jockey displays a combination of a winner’s cup and champagne glass, both significant of Tony, for an abstract interpretation that can be either a glass or trophy.

Munsingwear made a survey as to what could identify their mesh knit shirts as being cool—presto! the penguin. They made an agreement with the cigarette people who use the same emblem: if they didn’t sell shirts, Munsingwear wouldn’t sell cigarettes.

Joe DiFini of DiFini Knitwear was having a good round of golf when he drove into the rough. He was ready to take a penalty when the caddie spotted the ball next to a four-leaf clover. DiFini blasted out two feet from the pin for par. From then on, the four-leaf clover was the symbol for his shirts.

Golfcraft opens Eastern plant in Pennsylvania

Golfcraft Inc., recently opened its Eastern factory at 616 Nolan St., Morrisville, Pa. The new plant has 30,000 square feet of floor space and is adequately supplied with latest equipment, especially that for bag manufacture.

Ted Woolley, Golfcraft’s president, recently bought the Trenton Sports Bag Company. Its owner and president, L. H. (Buck) Legoff came along with the deal as vice president of the Coronado Manufacturing Co., a Golfcraft division, and will share direction of the new Eastern operations with James Coyne, formerly of Golfcraft’s Chicago staff.

INCREASE EARNINGS, SERVICE & SPACE
WITH NEW VERTICAL BAG RACKS

Your members will like the extra convenience and care. Your pro shop profits from 40% more space these racks make available. Double unit shown holds 16 bags, size 2' x 4' x 6'-3' high, gives 12" x 12" space for bags. Single unit holds 8, size 1' x 4' x 6'-3' high. Sturdy steel. Bags set solid on tapered shelves.

• Wear and tear of golf bags is completely eliminated
• Damp bags dry faster—no mildew

Patented • SEND FOR FOLDER
THE A. G. STAFFORD CO.
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tain that the P. G. A. member in good standing has not only evidence of his superiority to the average group of small businessmen, but shows plainly, speedier progress in business methods than any similar class of men you can call to mind.

Golf Business in Its Infancy

You have only to think back a few years when the first tidal wave of the golf deluge swept over the country. The pros were imported from England and Scotland where their income in their profession had been so small that when they got to this country with their families many of the pioneers were compelled to have the golf goods manufacturers finance them. I am confident that the history of these cases will show that these early professionals were prompt to establish a high reputation for business integrity, and one that has exercised a strong influence over the majority of pros ever since.

The professional golfers' associations, in promoting the progress of their members as businessmen, are confronted by situations that would deeply discourage most other organizations less confident of the high character of their membership. Golf's great growth has created such a demand for professionals that many who are unfit are given jobs. Some of the able professionals are worthy men who have been denied not only the benefits of a business education, but of a goodly part of any schooling whatever. The associa-
Are you of the traditional or modern school of thought? We feature awards, modestly priced, yet of the highest quality. Do you need your trophies tomorrow? Next week? Next month? Your wish is our command. Write for free catalog. Over 25 years experience at your service.

SPORTS Awards
4351 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60641
TELEPHONE: 282-8060
For more information circle number 130 on card

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 103

One should not forget that the progress made by the professional golfers’ associations is the result of work engineered by officials who have plenty of work to do in handling and properly servicing their primary responsibilities, their own club positions. The association work is done by elected and unpaid officers sacrificing their own time and energy from their busy schedules.

Pro Bodies Co-operate
The national and sectional professional golfers associations are making rapid

CASH IN ON GEORGIA SHORTAGE OF GOLF COURSES
— 160 Acres rolling Pastureland
— Abundance of water—2 Acre lake
— 3 lakesites—Convert Milk parlor to Pro Shop
& 4 bedroom home to Pro quarters.

ONLY 10 MILES FROM DOWNTOWN
MACON, GEORGIA—Pop. 128,000
ALLFARM SALES, INC. 986-3132
GRAY, GA. P.O., BOX 176
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Balanced Design!

This delicate balancing, across the face of a Power-Bilt iron head, is dramatic proof of the precision with which all Power-Bilt irons are made. Every iron in a Power-Bilt set can be balanced in precisely this same way, which guarantees the ultimate in Uniform Swing Feel so vitally important to consistent hitting.

It's no wonder that famous touring professionals Bobby Nichols, Frank Beard, Gay Brewer and Miller Barber all play Power-Bilts. Give your members also the same advantage of balanced design!

Power-Bilts Are Engineered To Perform Better!

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO.
Louisville, Ky.
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NEW CONCEPT IN TROPHIES!

Genuine Pewter
Glass Bottom
DRINKING STEIN
Ideal for Engraving.
Ht. 5¾".
FULL HALF QUART
CAPACITY.
$10.00
list.

HOLE-IN-ONE TROPHY
We will attach your
winning Golf Ball on
the top. Golf Pros!
Honor every Hole-in-
One with this inex-
pensive trophy.
XPW-31 Ht. with Ball 4½". Gen. Walnut base.
Sunray engraving plate and ball stand $5.95
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

THE TROPHY & MEDAL SHOP
4560 N. Western Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60625
Telephone: 312/271-7600
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THE GOLF COURSE
Construction Company
KEITH & TERRY
Golf Professionals With A Building Touch
SERVING THE
SOUTHWEST
C. W. BILL KEITH
Golf Professional
1413 Bryan Circle
TU 5-6361
Carlsbad, New Mexico

JIM TERRY
Golf Professional
Rt. 2
Pl. 8-3808
Seminole, Texas
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BEST OF GOLFDOM
Continued from page 104
progress in their respective fields and it
requires no great flight of the imagina-
tion to foresee the day when they will be
recognized as a businessman's organiza-
tion, second to none. They are in har-
monious relations with the United States
Golf Association, the Western Golf As-

The Golf Course
Construction Company
KEITH & TERRY
Golf Professionals With A Building Touch
SERVING THE
SOUTHWEST
C. W. BILL KEITH
Golf Professional
1413 Bryan Circle
TU 5-6361
Carlsbad, New Mexico

JIM TERRY
Golf Professional
Rt. 2
Pl. 8-3808
Seminole, Texas
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Driving Range Operators
and Distributors
We specialize in rebuilding golf
balls with all new materials, and
a new cured tough cover. Satis-
faction guaranteed.

WAYNE GOLF BALL CO.
31117 Little Mack Ave.
Roseville, Michigan

For more information circle number 190 on card

TROUBLE FREE!
RENTAL CART SERVICE
We furnish you all you need on rental share
basis. No investment for you! We deliver and
service carts regularly and keep them in good
repair — FREE. Clubs not held responsible for
damages, theft or breakage.

CADDY-ROLL RENTAL SERVICE
Three Rivers, Michigan

For more information circle number 187 on card
Introducing the new aluminum-shafted golf club by LeFiell.

(Le as in living. Fiell as in fell.)
Now that you can say it, play it.

Go on, belt out a bucket or two at your practice range.
The first thing you'll notice is the wallop you get. Our Titan Flo Flex shafts made of Alcoa Aluminum take the credit. Weight that used to be wasted in the shaft has been transferred to the club head where it belongs. All the muscle in your swing is concentrated at the point of impact.

LeFiell Titan golf clubs help put your drives straighter down the fairway, your iron shots closer to the pin.

HERE'S WHY: Titan Flo Flex shafts made of Alcoa Aluminum encourage a more even swing. When you come out of the backswing and into the hitting area, you can get better club-head control and improved accuracy.

And, if you think the added distance and greater accuracy are just luck, consider this: LeFiell has a background of 35 years in the design and development of tubular aluminum components for missiles and aircraft.

We know aluminum like you know your home course.
Remember the name, LeFiell. We play for keeps.

LeFiell Titan golf clubs are available in weights and flexes for men and women.
For more information, see your golf professional or write:
LEFIELL SPORT PRODUCTS, INC.
13635 ALONDRA BOULEVARD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

SOLD ONLY IN PROFESSIONAL SHOPS
**DISTRIBUTORS WANTED**

$500 to $12,000 secured by fast moving inventory.

To set up and service new accounts in exclusive territory with amazing plastic coating used on all types of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete surfaces. You step right into a brand new, multi-million dollar virgin market. Don’t Hesitate!

For complete information write or call collect:
Area Code 314-AX-1-1500

**PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.**
Dept. 006
Post Office Box 66
St. Ann, Missouri 63074

---

**NEW PRODUCTS**

A specially designed golf course sprayer, the John Bean Turfkeeper, is available in 5, 10 or 20 GPM pump sizes with tank up to 200 gallons. Equipped with 9.00 x 8 Terra-tires and tubes, the Turfkeeper permits turf care while eliminating the problems of tearing, gouging or rutting the turf, says the company. It is also available in bomber tire combination for tank sizes up to 500 gallons, with PTO or engine drive, and with a 411 PVC boom and control. For more information, write the John Bean Division, FMC Corp., Lansing, Mich.

---

**For those who know Golfing Best**

Choose BUTWIN above the Rest!

“Action jackets” by Butwin feature exclusive free-swing designs performance-tested and approved by the pros. Comfortable and lightweight, Butwin jackets are made from fabrics specially selected for rugged, active duty.

**WRITE FOR COLOR BROCHURE**

**BUTWIN SPORTSWEAR**

Finch Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

---
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---
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Go with the economical
gas powered AMF/Par Pony
and come out ahead on profits

You can buy a fleet of Par Ponies for far
less than the cost of comparable makes
—and operate them for less, too. These
peppy golf cars are designed and pow-
ered to take the punishing wear of rental
use. They’re easy on the fairways, too—
weigh only 330 lbs. and have big non-
marking tires. Golfers like them because
they run so quietly even the nervous
types don’t turn them off while putting.

You will find your Par Ponies give you
outstanding performance, every day—
250 rental rounds apiece for one season
is not unusual. And maintenance is min-
imum because these babies have been
built to take it. With low initial cost and
economical upkeep, the Par Pony can
really brighten up your profit picture.

Be sure to mail the coupon today and
come out ahead on profits.

AMF WESTERN TOOL, INC.
Des Moines, Iowa 50302

Par Pony sounds like a good deal.
Send me complete details.

AMF Western Tool, Inc., Golf Car Div., Dept. GO-4
3811 McDonald Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50302
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Write now for facts and figures on a sprinkler system for your course

Get the complete details that have meant big savings in time and money for courses all over the country. Just drop us a line. We'll then write you for a few facts about your course. From these, we'll prepare a sprinkler system layout — including suggested operating instructions and supplemental equipment. You'll also get a complete bill of materials. Obtain installation figures from a local contractor and you'll have the exact cost of your sprinkler system.

CRESLine systems are fast and easy to install, low in initial cost and completely dependable. Guaranteed right in writing. For proof of superiority, contact any of the hundreds of CRESLine system users (names on request).

**CRESLINE**

**SPRINKLER SYSTEMS**

CRESCENT PLASTICS, INC.

Dept. G-466, 955 Diamond Ave.

Evansville, Indiana 47717

MEMBER NATIONAL GOLF FOUNDATION
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**NEW PRODUCTS**

Allis-Chalmers has added a new gasoline engine-powered model to its 1966 golf cars. Built along automotive lines as is its counterpart, the electric model, the new car is powered by an eight hp, air-cooled engine, with a heavy duty tractor-type transmission. The player can leave the car in gear between shots—the car will not move until the foot pedal is depressed. The new gasoline golf car will be sold by the 150-plus Allis-Chalmers golf car dealers throughout the country. Further information is available from the headquarters of Sports Products Sales, Allis-Chalmers, P.O. Box 471, Harvey, Ill. 60426.

Toro's 50-inch Whirlwind rotary mower needn't be stored away for the winter, reports R. W. Gibson, vice president of marketing for Toro Manufacturing Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn. A new 54-inch snow plow blade, manufactured by Meyer Products, Inc., 18513 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, gives the 50-inch Whirlwind three-season versatility, Gibson said. The new blade (model B-ST54) retails at $90. Designed for all-day every-day, heavy duty work, Toro's big-capacity Trojan with 50-inch Whirlwind rotary mower combination is reportedly capable of cutting up to 12 acres of limited-care or semi-formal turf areas per day.

Although basically a walk-type mower, an optional sulky attachment quickly converts the Trojan to a riding unit. Other optional equipment: an electric starter with generator, leaf mulcher, and no-lift cutting blades.